If You Care about Something — Measure It

The City of Alexandria, VA, has a Pothole Patrol: every resident can report a pothole online or by calling a hotline. If they call in, the operator will tell them exactly when it will be filled.

When Bulgarian Science Meets Global Business

From this school year, life sciences students in Bulgaria will be able to apply theory in practice while still at university at the country’s first-ever Center for Applied Studies and Innovation.

5 Ways to Effectively Present Your Impact

Even the best results can remain misunderstood and undervalued if they are conveyed in obscure jargon. Using long words with Latin roots does not make anything clearer.

Who Was Leonardo before the Ninja Turtles?

Are Your Plants Stressed? Call the Precision Farmer

Business Gets Merry-Making like No One Else

Adopt Fire Tail (He Won’t Set Your House Ablaze)

Meet Velingrad’s Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman

You've Been Captured! Click Here to Try Again.

They Gave Back to Their Country: Stefan Uvaliev

Sofia’s 51st is a School of the Future

They educate our children, teach our teenagers how to be independent and successful at school and in life, build virtual bridges between parents and teachers, and make our society a little more tolerant every day. They are Bulgaria’s true, unsung heroes.